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ABSTRACT
Transit-oriented development (TOD), an urban planning concept that aims to promote sustainable
transport modes, has been actively studied in recent years, especially in relation to car trips reduction.
However, longitudinal studies on the matter are still rare. In this paper, we analyze the effects of the
implementation of a new metro system after its first 10 years of operation focusing on how changes in
the number of car trips were influenced by station type – TOD, transit-adjacent development (TAD)
and park-and-ride (P&R). Specifically, we perform a before/after analysis of the impact of metro imple-
mentation in the Porto area (Portugal) both at a macro scale (civil parish) and at a micro scale (census
tract) to analyze the overall effect of metro and more detailed effects only detectable at the micro
scale. Census-tract data enables a comprehensive analysis of spatial spillover impacts from different sta-
tions, comparing the extent (i.e., the distance range within which the effect of station proximity is
noticeable) and the magnitude (the reduction in the number of car trips) of the spillover in each case.
Both direct and indirect metro impacts are already visible at the macro scale, yet at the micro scale the
magnitude of the spillover effects varies depending on station type. The effects of TOD stations on the
reduction of car trips are the strongest across the different station types and are felt up to a 2 km dis-
tance from a station, while TAD and P&R effects are weaker and do not reach beyond 1.2 km.
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1. Introduction

Public transport (transit) systems are expected to play a
major role in the progression toward a more sustainable
urban mobility, as is explicitly recognized in the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals and in the EU’s Urban
Mobility Framework. In this context, station areas are of
critical importance, since their design and environment,
together with the level of transport service they provide, can
be decisive to increase transit ridership and reduce car use.
Transit-oriented development (TOD) is a manifold concept
for station area organization that intends to address current
urban challenges like heavy traffic and associated pollution
by providing dense, mixed-use, and lively neighborhoods in
proximity to transit stations. A neighborhood centered
around a station with a dense street network that facilitates
access to transit and to a variety of local services is expected
to discourage the use of cars. However, due to the complex-
ity of modern cities, many factors such as socio-demograph-
ics, residential location choice and built environment
characteristics at the destination may constrain the success
of TOD. In the last ten years, accompanying the implemen-
tation of TOD projects in many countries around the globe,
numerous attempts have been made to analyze and evaluate
TOD’s contribution to the reduction of car use and the
switch to sustainable transport modes (Ibraeva et al., 2020).

Notwithstanding the major progress made in this
research area, several issues remain understudied. As dis-
cussed in detail in the next section of this paper, studies
that analyze the mode choice impacts of TOD projects using
comprehensive region- or city-wide information, notably at
the census-block or census-tract level, are seemingly unavail-
able. Indeed, most works have been developed at the indi-
vidual, household or neighborhood scale, being typically
limited in terms of sample size (being based on survey data)
and/or geographical scope (being based on specific pre-
selected station areas). Also, few works have focused on the
mode choice impacts of different types of station areas
(TOD or non-TOD) and on how these impacts spill over to
adjacent areas. Finally, a relatively small number of studies
rely on a longitudinal design, despite the advantages they
offer compared to a cross-sectional approach.

In this paper, we address all the understudied issues iden-
tified above in a study of the changes in the number of car
trips for work/study over a 10-year period in the Porto
region (Portugal) following the implementation between
2002 and 2011 of Metro do Porto—a new metro system
with TOD features. For this purpose, we resort to first dif-
ference estimator spatial regression models, thus accounting
for the time and space dimensions of change. Our primary
data source is the official census data for the years 2001 and
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2011 (i.e., before and immediately after metro implementa-
tion). Since no other major infrastructure investment
occurred during this period in the Porto region, our study
design can be considered “a natural experiment”.

Two levels of analysis are considered in our study: macro
and micro. At the macro level, we rely on data from the 120
(civil) parishes of the Porto region. Based on this informa-
tion, it is already possible to get relevant insights into the
impact of Metro do Porto on the number of car trips, and
compare the conclusions with the ones obtained in other
studies. However, it is not possible to properly analyze the
performance and spillover effects of the different station
area types identified in the Metro do Porto network depend-
ing on the surrounding environment: TOD, transit-adjacent
development (TAD) and park and ride (P&R). This is only
viable based on micro-level data, e.g., data from the census
tracts of the region (up to 77 in the same parish). It should
be noted that the boundaries of parishes, the smallest polit-
ical-administrative units in Portugal, are very stable over
time. Instead, census tracts change considerably across cen-
suses, and sometimes in complex manners (in Portugal as
well as in many other countries including the United States;
see Logan et al., 2016). Hence, while a longitudinal parish-
level study can be performed without substantial data prep-
aration efforts, census-tract-level studies are extremely
demanding in this regard. This certainly contributes to
explain why longitudinal studies at this level of detail are
so scarce.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the
next section, we provide an overview of relevant related litera-
ture. The case study (Porto region) addressed in the paper is
presented afterwards. Then, we describe the modeling
approach applied in this study, justify the use of first-difference
estimator regression models, and explain the different spatial
specifications considered in the macro- and micro-level analy-
ses. The following section specifies all the variables used in
these analyses. Next, we present and discuss the results of the
regression models (parish and census-tract levels) and assess
models’ validity. Finally, the concluding section summarizes
the paper and offers some final remarks.

2. Related literature

The city and metropolitan growth trends observed in many
parts of the world are motivating an increasing interest in
the optimal organization of urban settlements as a potential
solution to widespread problems of congestion and pollution
(Newman & Kenworthy, 1988, 1996). In this setting, the
concept of Transit-Oriented Development, introduced by
Calthorpe (1993), has become particularly important, illus-
trating a type of settlement that is at the same time access-
ible and self-sufficient. The early works of Cervero (1995)
and Cervero and Gorham (1995), exploring the interaction
between built environment characteristics and transport
mode choice, evidenced overall lower levels of car use in
TOD-like neighborhoods than in scattered monofunctional
suburbs. Following their publication, a vast body of research
on that interaction and, more specifically, on TOD has been

developed, whose main findings are summarized and dis-
cussed in several literature reviews, including some very
recent ones (Ewing & Cervero, 2001; Ewing & Cervero,
2010; Naess, 2015; Ibraeva et al., 2020; Van Wee & Cao,
2022). In this section, we focus on the works deemed most
relevant in the context of the present study.

A significant part of the advancements made in TOD
impact research resulted from incorporating in the analysis
socio-demographic characteristics (Cervero & Radisch, 1996;
Cervero, Kockelman, 1997; Handy et al., 2005; Nasri &
Zhang, 2014; Park et al., 2018; Nasri & Zhang, 2019), attitu-
dinal factors (Handy et al., 2005; Cervero, 2007; Cao et al.,
2009; Cao & Cao, 2014; Zhang, 2014; Cao, 2015), and des-
tination characteristics (Cervero & Radisch, 1996; Cervero,
2007; Pan et al., 2017; Park et al., 2018; Nasri & Zhang,
2019; Choi et al., 2012; Ibraeva et al., 2022). This was
accomplished using a wide variety of methodological
approaches, including longitudinal research design (Handy
et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2007; Cervero & Day, 2008; Brown &
Werner, 2008; Olaru & Curtis, 2015; Van de Coevering
et al., 2016; Griffiths & Curtis, 2017; Sener et al., 2020;
Ibraeva et al., 2021).

Longitudinal TOD studies have received a particular
attention in recent years because of the advantages they offer
compared to cross-sectional studies. In fact, incorporating
various time periods in the analysis allows revealing changes
that occur over time, which in the TOD context is extremely
beneficial given that modal shifts or changes in the built
environment tend to occur slowly. Additionally, compared
to cross-sectional studies, which reveal associations, longitu-
dinal studies, under certain conditions (like precedence),
provide stronger evidence of causality (Dons et al., 2018;
Handy et al., 2008; Van de Coevering et al., 2016).
Moreover, through longitudinal studies, it is possible to sep-
arate the intervention effects from the preexisting situation
if the latter is controlled for. Finally, if a longitudinal dataset
contains information about preexisting personal preferences
in terms of mode choice, it may also allow controlling for
potential self-selection (i.e., when a person’s mode choice is
defined by long-established favorable attitudes toward a spe-
cific transport mode and does not depend on the surround-
ing built environment or nearby transport facilities).

The relatively few existing longitudinal studies dedicated
to travel behavior and TOD generally analyze the transport
mode changes occurring after a residential relocation
(Handy et al., 2005; Cervero & Day, 2008; Cao et al., 2007;
Van de Coevering et al., 2016; Cao & Ermagun, 2017;
Huang et al., 2019) or after an infrastructure/development
improvement like a new station opening or the requalifica-
tion of a station area (Griffiths & Curtis, 2017; Olaru &
Curtis, 2015; Brown & Werner, 2008; Sener et al., 2020).

Such studies, as well as the numerous cross-sectional
studies performed to date, were developed at the individual
or the household scale (e.g., Bardaka & Hersey, 2019;
Chatman, 2013; Cervero & Radisch, 1996; Handy et al.,
2005; Van Acker et al., 2007; Cervero & Day, 2008; Olaru &
Curtis, 2015; Cao et al., 2007; Brown & Werner, 2008; Van
de Coevering et al., 2016), or at a neighborhood scale (e.g.,
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Cervero & Gorham, 1995; Cervero & Kockelman, 1997;
Cervero, 2007; Griffiths & Curtis, 2017; Nasri & Zhang,
2014). Therefore, the results reported are rather local and
concern particular neighborhoods, while the idea of TOD as
an urban planning concept is not limited to the design of
neighborhoods but also concerns the spatial arrangement of
an entire city. In contrast, region-wide studies on the matter
(such as Loo et al., 2010; Sung & Oh, 2011; Choi et al.,
2012; Pan et al., 2017; Park et al., 2018; Nasri & Zhang,
2019; and Ibraeva et al., 2021, 2022) are relatively rare, des-
pite expanding the area of analysis may provide stronger
evidence and, owing to greater variability, disclose phenom-
ena that may not manifest themselves in a neighborhood-
specific study.

Existing evidence from region-wide analyses generally
supports the findings revealed by site-specific studies. For
instance, greater residential density was found to be associ-
ated with greater transit usage in New York (Loo et al.,
2010), Hong Kong (Loo et al., 2010), Seoul (Sung & Oh,
2011; Choi et al., 2012), Shanghai (Pan et al., 2017) and
Washington, D.C. (Nasri & Zhang, 2019). Besides, transit
use was positively related to mixed land uses in New York
and Hong Kong (Loo et al., 2010), although in Seoul this
was only true when the residential use was also present in
the land use mix (Sung & Oh, 2011). Considering street
organization, the density of four-way intersections in station
areas in Seoul was linked to greater levels of transit patron-
age (Sung & Oh, 2011). The effect on car use appears to be
the opposite, as results from eight different metropolitan
areas in the USA revealed that the vehicle-miles traveled
decrease as intersection density increases (Park et al., 2018).
In the same direction, in Washington the probability of car
use was found to decrease with decreases in average block
size (Nasri & Zhang, 2019). On the other hand, it was
observed that transit ridership increases with greater number
of bus stops/lines and higher transit frequencies (Sung &
Oh, 2011), trip length and station age (Pan et al., 2017).
Interestingly, Park et al. (2018) noted that car trips decrease
in proximity to light-rail transit stations as opposed to com-
muter heavy-rail stations.

It is important to add that the areas of analysis in these
city-wide studies were limited to 500- to 800-meter station
buffers, and station effects beyond those distances might
have been overlooked. Moreover, different station areas were
in general analyzed all together, i.e., without differentiating
between various station types. While this approach may be
justified in cases of extremely dense and rather homoge-
neous Asian megacities, in other contexts it may not be
appropriate, as “about 60% of rail transit stations in the U.S.
do not have the required features to be called TOD, rather
they are more like TADs” (Nasri & Zhang, 2019). By con-
trast to TOD, TAD stations are located in the proximity but
peripherally to a settlement, being poorly connected with it
and lacking service, commercial and/or recreational facilities
in the immediate station area. This motivated Kamruzzaman
et al. (2015) to distinguish between TOD and TAD (“the
evil twin of TOD”) station areas in an assessment of com-
muting mode choice behavior in Brisbane, evidencing that

TOD residents used transit and active modes significantly
more than those living in TADs. Similarly, Nasri and Zhang
(2019) differentiated between TOD and TAD stations at
both trip ends and reported that living and/or working in
TOD areas increases the probability of using non-motor-
ized modes.

Besides TOD and TAD, another very widespread station
type in many cities is Park & Ride (P&R). Introduced in
remote, low-density areas, P&R stations are expected to
relieve congestion in central areas by encouraging drivers
from suburban neighborhoods to leave their car at a station-
adjacent parking lot and to continue their journey by transit.
This should allow to increase accessibility from the suburbs
to the city center by easing congestion levels, re-purpose
parking lots in the center due to decreased demand, and
reduce the expenses of users on fuel and vehicle mainten-
ance. However, some effects of P&R appear to be controver-
sial. For example, in Oxford, UK, 56% of those who started
to use a P&R facility to commute to the city center used car
before, while the rest used to rely on buses, and in York
these figures were 70% and 30%, respectively (Parkhurst,
1995), indicating that a considerable share of P&R users
came from sustainable transport modes. Besides, Walton
and Sunseri (2010), based on studies for Auckland and
Wellington, New Zealand, point out that parking availability
in the immediate station area encourages driving to the sta-
tion among those who would otherwise walk or cycle. A
similar issue was observed in Brisbane, where a five-year
before/after analysis evidenced that a 17% increase in the
P&R capacity coincided with an approximately 11% increase
in direct trips to the destination by car, and that an increase
in P&R trips was registered in neighborhoods located within
walking distance from a station (Kimpton et al., 2020).

The present study substantially extends the work
described in Ibraeva et al. (2021), also focusing on the intro-
duction of metro in the Porto region and relying mostly on
census data. In that earlier paper, a difference-in-differences
model was applied to estimate at the macro level (parishes)
what could have happened in terms of car use if metro had
not been implemented. In the current paper, we estimate
through a first difference estimator model how changes in
socio-demographic, built environment and metro supply are
related to changes in car use. Moreover, these changes are
addressed not only at the macro level but also, and more
importantly, at the micro level (census tracts), thus making
it possible to properly analyze the performance and spillover
effects of station areas of different types. This makes the two
papers considerably different.

3. Porto region and Metro do Porto

The region covered by the Metro do Porto system, used as
case study in this paper, is comprised by seven municipal-
ities: Gondomar, Maia, Matosinhos, Porto, P�ovoa de
Varzim, Vila do Conde and Vila Nova de Gaia (Figure 1,
left). With a total area of about 718 km2 and a population of
roughly 1.2 million, it includes territories with rather dis-
tinct characteristics. Porto, the second-largest city in
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Portugal, hosts main governmental institutions, universities,
business headquarters, and numerous traditional commerce
establishments. In the adjacent municipalities (Gondomar,
Maia, Matosinhos and Vila Nova de Gaia) large industrial
sites and big shopping malls are located. The northern
municipalities of P�ovoa de Varzim and Vila do Conde are
mostly rural with agriculture occupying a large part of their
territories, yet their coastal areas are quite popular holiday
destinations especially in summer months. Although Porto
is the regional capital, municipality main towns are far from
being mere residential suburbs, also providing employment
opportunities in dense and mixed-use built environments.
This probably contributes to the long-standing attractiveness
of Porto-adjacent municipalities for residential location as
Porto’s central areas and rural areas of the region were los-
ing population, including in the period of analysis (Figure
1, right).

The decision to launch Metro do Porto was taken in
1994 to tackle the major congestion problems that the
region and especially the city of Porto had been suffering
since the early 1980s, when car-ownership rates in Portugal
started to increase dramatically (from 125 to 335 cars per
1000 residents in 1980–2000, Branco & Ramos, 2003). The
layout of the metro network was established in 1996 (Figure
2). The first line opened in 2002, connecting Matosinhos to
Porto. This line was extended further to the east to serve
Porto’s main railway station (Campanh~a) and sport facilities
(notably, Est�adio do Drag~ao) in 2004. The metro reached
Maia in 2005, and, in 2006, Porto airport and the munici-
palities of P�ovoa de Varzim and Vila do Conde. By then,
70% of the planned network was already operating. In 2008,
a new line connecting Vila Nova de Gaia to a large univer-
sity campus (Asprela) and Porto’s main hospital (S~ao Jo~ao)
was opened. At last, in 2011, the metro reached Gondomar.

4. Modeling approach

In this section, we present the regression modeling approach
adopted in this study to explain the evolution of the number
of car trips in the Porto region in the period 2001–2011.
First, the general model formulation applied to both the
macro- and micro-scale analyses is provided. Second, a
more detailed description of the parish and census-tract
models is given emphasizing the different spatial specifica-
tions implemented in each case.

4.1. General model

An essentially similar approach was used to handle both
scales of analysis. The Hausman test, applied to the initial
OLS models at the parish and census-tract level, supported
the use of fixed-effects models (FEM) in both cases. Detailed
information on the results of the test as well as on the whole
model specification process is presented in Table 1. It

Figure 1. Municipalities of the Porto region, Metro do Porto network and population densities in 2001 (left) and its variation between 2001 and 2011 (right).

Figure 2. Metro do Porto layout and line opening dates.
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should be noted that, for an analysis with only two time
periods, this model is identical to the first difference estima-
tor and takes the following form:

DYi ¼ b1DXi1 þ b2DXi2 þ ::: þ bkDXik þ ui,

where DYi is the change in the dependent variable (in our
case, the change in the number of car trips per 1000 residents)
over the period analyzed (in our case, 2001–2011),
DXi1, Xi2::: Xik are the changes in the explanatory variables,
and ui is the idiosyncratic error term. With this model formu-
lation, it is possible to estimate whether/how changes in these
variables affect changes in the dependent variable while, at the
same time, controlling for omitted unobserved effects that vary
between the units but are constant over time.

As both models (especially the census-tract model)
accommodate a rather long list of explanatory variables (as
shown in Section 5), variance inflation factors were deter-
mined to check for potential multicollinearity, but appar-
ently it is not present. Instead, the presence of
heteroscedasticity was identified by studentized Breusch-
Pagan tests in the census-tract model, therefore robust
standard error estimates were calculated for this model
when analyzing the significance of explanatory variables.

The application of Moran’s I tests (assuming queen con-
tiguity in the spatial weight matrix) detected a significant
presence of spatial autocorrelation in parish and census-tract
models, requiring the use of a spatial regression approach.
While both models are based on the same equation, spatial
structures at the macro and micro scale are naturally differ-
ent (Figure 3). Indeed, parishes have the average area of
6 km2 (ranging between 0.25 km2 and 19.43 km2) and the
average population of 9,680 (in 2011), whereas census tracts
have the average area of 0.46 km2 (from 0.008 km2 to 8 km2)
and the average population of 743. Due to these differences,
there are distinct patterns of spatial clustering in each case
and they need to be accommodated using different spatial
specifications for the parish and census-tract model which
are explained next.

4.2. Parish model

Visible spatial clustering and Moran’s I statistic (0.56) indi-
cate a quite strong spatial dependence between the parishes.
Robust Lagrange Multiplier (RLM) tests, which allow detect-
ing spatial error autocorrelation in the presence of a spa-
tially lagged dependent variable and vice versa (Anselin

et al., 1996), were performed to identify the source of spatial
dependence. At the macro level, RLM tests pointed to a spa-
tial lag model, and more specifically to a spatial autoregres-
sive (SAR) model, as follows:

DYi ¼ q IT �WN

� �
Dyþ b1DXi1 þ b2DXi2 þ :::þ bkDXik

þ ui,

where WN is the N � N spatial weights matrix and q is the
corresponding spatial parameter. The use of a spatially
lagged dependent variable is justified when neighboring
observations show similar values, which in the context of
our study can reflect the natural clustering of urban, subur-
ban or rural parishes. Besides, this specification is appropri-
ate when one expects a value observed in one unit to be
influenced by the values of its neighboring units. However,
this is hardly the case in our sample since it is difficult to
imagine that the increase of the number of car trips in a
parish would provoke increases in adjacent parishes.
Alternatively, the use of a SAR model is justified in cases
when endogenous interactions are possible so that “changes
in one region/agent/entity set in motion a sequence of
adjustments in (potentially) all regions in the sample such
that a new long-run steady state equilibrium arises” (LeSage,
2014). In our case, Metro do Porto could potentially pro-
duce an effect in the directly-served parishes that propagated
to their first-order neighbors, then to second-order neigh-
bors, and so forth, eventually reaching the whole study area,
and, in turn, this global effect might have fed back into the
directly-served parishes.

4.3. Census-tract model

Regarding the census-tract model, a specification with spa-
tially correlated errors (SEM) was found to be the most
appropriate (as indicated by RLM tests). According to
Croissant and Millo (2019), “the spatial error is (… ) appro-
priate when one expects the innovation relative to one
observation to influence the outcomes of neighboring ones,
as would be the case for an economic shock of some kind to
a given region (fully) influencing the relevant dependent
variable in that region and also propagating—with distance-
decaying intensity—toward nearby ones”. Since the imple-
mentation of a large-scale infrastructure project (like Metro
do Porto) can effectively be considered a “shock”, this model
specification should properly account for spatial dependence
in the error term possibly related to the metro introduction.

Table 1. Model specification process.

Parish model Census-tract model

Hausman test (fixed vs random effects)
chisq ¼ 30.693, df ¼ 8, p-value ¼ 0.0002 chisq ¼ 903.95, df ¼ 13, p-value < 2.2e-16
Moran’s I test (presence of spatial autocorrelation)
Moran’s I¼ 0.56, p-value < 2.2e-16 Moran’s I¼ 0.12, p-value ¼ 5.622e-16
Lagrange Multiplier diagnostics
RLMlag ¼ 19.88, df ¼ 1, p-value ¼ 8.248e-06 RLMlag ¼ 0.0093734, df ¼ 1, p-value ¼ 0.9229
RLMerr ¼ 0.73192, df ¼ 1, p-value ¼ 0.3923 RLMerr ¼ 4.3421, df ¼ 1, p-value ¼ 0.03718
Ranges of Variance Inflation Factor (measure of multicollinearity)
1.0584� 1.6426 1.0225� 1.5492
Studentized Breusch-Pagan test (presence of heteroskedasticity)
BP ¼ 7.7047, df ¼ 8, p-value ¼ 0.4628 BP ¼ 42.116, df ¼ 14, p-value ¼ 0.0002
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The SEM model for the census tracts takes the following
form:

DYi ¼ DXi1 þ b2DXi2 þ ::: þ bkDXik þ ui, ui ¼ kWuþ e,

where W is the N � N spatial weights matrix, k is the corre-
sponding spatial parameter and e is the error term

with ei �iid N 0, r2ð Þ:

5. Model variables

The variables included in the models were selected consider-
ing the land-use/transport model literature and taken into
account the data available in the Census 2001 and 2011 pro-
vided by Statistics Portugal (INE)—that is, the most recent
census data (the final results of Census 2021 will only be
known by the end of 2022) . The censuses contain informa-
tion related to socio-demographic characteristics of the resi-
dents, commuting mode choices, travel times and built
environment characteristics. Information for both years was
aggregated into the same units of analysis forming two panel
datasets, one with 120 parishes and the other one with 1,561
census tracts. The distribution of metro trips in 2011 was
then mapped to establish a cutoff distance after which the
shares of metro ridership become imperceptible (on average,
2 km from a metro station). Observations located beyond the
metro’s influence buffer were considered as the reference level
(control group) in the regression models. Table 2 provides a
summary and a brief explanation of all model variables.

For both models considered in this paper, the dependent
variable is the change in the number of car trips for work or
study per 1000 residents occurred between 2001 and 2011.

Explanatory variables that control for changes in the
socio-demographic characteristics are formulated in the
same way in both models. These include variables reflecting
changes in the population composition by age, level of edu-
cation (the number of residents with completed secondary

studies or higher, serving as a proxy for income level), and
unemployment rate.

Variables representing changes in the average trip time
reported by the residents for their main work or study trips
and in the average metro frequency serving census tracts
were also considered in our analyses given their potential
influence on transport mode choice.

Regarding the built environment characteristics, the vari-
ables considered in the models account for changes in land-
use mix and dwelling density. However, the data reflecting
changes in land-use mix are not very precise: the land-use
mix variable is the share of mostly residential/mostly non-
residential buildings as opposed to exclusively residential
buildings. Therefore, these data do not provide detailed
information about the evolution of the uses present in a
building. Nevertheless, they can still differentiate between
relatively mixed areas and monofunctional residential-only
neighborhoods. To avoid multicollinearity, changes in the
residential and building density were replaced by changes in
the dwelling density (highly correlated with both residential
and building density). Besides, as census-tract areas are
rather small, residents likely work/study outside the census
tracts of their residence, having to travel through neighbor-
ing census tracts to get to their work/study places, so char-
acteristics of these adjacent tracts might also influence the
mode choice. For this reason, the spatial lag of the differ-
ence in the dwelling density was introduced in the census-
tract model.

As can be seen in Table 2, metro-related explanatory varia-
bles vary depending on the scale of the model. For the macro-
level model, a parish was considered metro-served if a 400-
meter buffer from a metro station at least partially overlapped
the area of a parish. For the micro-level model, census tracts
whose centroids are located within a 400-m buffer and a series
of consecutive distance ranges (400m–800 m, 800m–1200 m,
1200m–1600 m, 1600m–2000 m) from the metro stations

Figure 3. Changes in car trips at the macro (parish) and micro (census tract) level between 2001 and 2011.
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were identified. The 2-km limit was selected to cover the first-
order neighbors of the metro-served parishes as they reported
metro trips in 2011 so their inclusion allows evaluating the
spillover effect.

To evaluate the effect and spillover magnitude for differ-
ent station types, a qualitative analysis was performed to
identify TOD, TAD and P&R stations. The initial evaluation
was based on the visual analysis of station areas using satel-
lite imagery, which allowed to assess street configuration in
the area, access conditions and overall stations’ insertion in
the surrounding environment. More specifically, the aim
was to see whether there was a dense street network in each
station area and whether the network’s configuration facili-
tated the reach of a station. Additionally, we have evaluated
the access conditions considering the existence of sidewalks,
lighting and bus stops/parking lots in the area. Finally, using
Census and Open Street Map data, station areas were
assessed based on the development type (high or low-rise)
and the presence of commerce/services. After determining
the different station types, network distances between metro
stations and census-tract centroids were calculated, to find
the closest metro station for each census tract. Census tracts
were then grouped into categories reflecting their distance
to the respective closest station and its type (e.g., TOD400 is
a category meaning that the centroid of a census tract is
located within 400 meters from a TOD station).

Considering that the number of operation years of a sta-
tion can also influence mode choice, station age was initially

included in the models, first as a continuous variable, then
as a set of categorical values for stations that opened at
approximately the same time. However, these were discarded
from the final models because they were not statistically sig-
nificant. A plausible reason for this to happen is because the
effect of station age might be captured by the built environ-
ment variables, since the older stations are generally located
in the most central and dense urban areas.

6. Model results

This section reports the results obtained by the parish and the
census-tract models. Concerning the latter we consider two
model versions: version I evaluates the overall effect of metro
station proximity; and version II additionally evaluates station
area type effects. All models were estimated using the
“spatialreg” packages in R (Bivand & Piras, 2015). It should be
noted that, due to the presence of heteroskedasticity in the
census-tract data, robust standard error estimates are provided
for the census-tract model (both versions).

6.1. Parish model

The estimation results for the parish model are presented in
Table 3. The Nagelkerke pseudo R2 statistic, analogous in
interpretation to the coefficient of determination in OLS,
indicates a rather good overall model performance (0.66) for

Table 2. Description of model variables.

Variable type Variable designation Variable description

Dependent
variable

car_trips difference in the number of car trips per 1000 residents between
2001 and 2011

Explanatory variables common
for the parish and census-tract models

dwell_dens difference in dwelling density between 2001 and 2011
lu_mix difference in the share of mostly residential/mostly nonresidential

buildings between 2001 and 2011
plus_65 difference in the number of residents aged 65 or more per 1000

residents between 2001 and 2011
sec_educ difference in the number of residents having completed secondary

education or more per 1000 residents between 2001 and 2011
triptime difference in the average trip time between 2001 and 2011
unemp difference in the number of unemployed residents per 1000 residents

between 2001 and 2011
under_13 difference in the number of residents aged 13 or less per 1000

residents between 2001 and 2011
Explanatory variables specific
to the parish model

metro binary variable, equals 1 if a parish is served by metro in 2011 and
zero otherwise.

Explanatory variables specific
to the census-tract model

dwell_dens_lag spatial lag of the difference in the dwelling density variable
PR400/ PR800/ PR1200/PR2000 binary variable, equals 1 if a census-tract centroid is located within a

400-meter buffer/within a range of 400–800-meters/within a range
of 800–1200-meters/within a range of 1200–2000-meters from P&R
station, and this is the station closest to the centroid.

TAD400/TAD800/
TAD1200/
TAD2000

binary variable, equals 1 if a census-tract centroid is located within a
400-meter buffer/within a range of 400–800-meters/within a range
of 800–1200-meters/within a range of 1200–2000-meters from a
TAD station, and this is the station closest to the centroid.

TOD400/TOD800/
TOD1200/
TOD2000

binary variable, equals 1 if a census-tract centroid is located within a
400-meter buffer/within a range of 400–800-meters/within a range
of 800–1200-meters/within a range of 1200–2000-meters from a
TOD station, and this is the station closest to the centroid.

trainhour average workday number of trains per hour passing on the closest
metro station

up_to400/ up_to800/
up_to1200/ up_to1600/

up_to2000

binary variable, equals 1 if a census-tract centroid is located within a
400-meter buffer/within a range of 400–800-meters/within a range
of 800–1200-meters/within a range of 1200–1600-meters/within a
range of 1600–2000-meters from the closest metro station.
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a study related to human behavior and transport mode
choices. The autoregressive term (q) is statistically signifi-
cant and positive, meaning that the number of car trips in a
spatial unit (parish) increased as the number of car trips in
its neighboring units also increased and vice versa.

The impact of metro in the directly-served parishes, as
well as metro spillover effects for the first-order neighbors
of the directly-served parishes, are visible already at the
macro scale. For the directly-served parishes, metro imple-
mentation was associated with a decrease of 24 car trips per
1000 residents (over the 10-year inter-census period).

As expected, growth of the unemployment rate and of
the number of residents aged 65 or more was inversely
related to changes in the number of car trips, while an
increase in the number of residents with complete secondary
education or higher (a proxy for income level) was associ-
ated with an increase in the number of car trips.
Considering built environment controls, only the increase in
the dwelling density was statistically significant in reducing
the number of car trips at a 90% confidence level.

The results displayed in Table 3 were obtained through
the model that controls for spatial autocorrelation of the
dependent variable, introducing a spatial lag as a covariate.
By doing so, it is assumed that the value of the dependent
variable in a given spatial unit depends on the values in the
neighboring units, but also the value in that unit influences
the values in the neighboring units. Faced with this feedback
effect, some researchers (LeSage & Pace, 2009; LeSage, 2014;
Bivand & Piras, 2015) recommend estimating the direct,
indirect and total effects taking into account the value of the
spatial autoregressive parameter. The impact measures after
correction for the spatial autocorrelation effects are reported
in Table 4.

The coefficient for the average direct metro effect
remained almost unchanged and similar to the coefficient
for the average indirect effect. The average indirect effect
coefficient reflects the global spillover from metro imple-
mentation for the whole area of analysis: metro introduction
in one parish affects the number of car trips in it, which
potentially affects as well the number of car trips in the
first-order neighbors of the directly-served parishes, then
from the first-order neighbors the spillover moves on to
subsequent neighbors, eventually covering the whole study
area and feeding back to the directly-served parishes. As
stated before, introducing a metro station in a parish led to
an average decrease of 26 car trips per 1000 residents in that

parish, but it also influenced the non-directly served par-
ishes, where the average decrease was almost identical.
However, it should be highlighted that this estimation of the
global spillover effect (i.e., the effect that affects the whole
area, going beyond the neighborhood set of the directly-
served units) relies essentially on the spatial autoregressive
parameter and the spatial weights matrix (row standardized).
The resulting drawback of this model is that, for different
variables, the ratio between the direct and the indirect effect
is the same (Elhorst, 2014). Acknowledging that the magni-
tude of the indirect effect may vary depending on the dis-
tance to metro (i.e., local spillover effects can be revealed at
a micro scale), in the following section (6.2) this issue is
addressed in more detail.

The other coefficients remained largely unchanged, yet it is
interesting to note that only the direct and the total effects of
the dwelling density were significant (at a 90% confidence
level), meaning that, at the parish level, changes in car trips
were negatively affected by changes in the density levels of a
parish but not by changes in the density levels of its neighbors.

6.2. Census-tract model version I

The estimation results for the first version of the census-tract
model, which evaluates the effect of station proximity without
distinguishing station area types, are presented in Table 5.

At the micro level, growth in the number of residents
aged 13 or less (per 1000 residents) became significant and
positively related to the growth of car trips. Indeed, having
children is often associated with many additional trips (to
day care, sport and leisure facilities, etc.) that are easier to
make by car. Surprisingly, growth in the unemployment rate
became positively related to the number of car trips in this
model. While this effect was not observed in the parish
model, it is possible that, in certain census tracts, unemploy-
ment increases coincided with increases in car trips, for
example, in peripheral rural areas where cars are essential
for daily trips and where unemployed could have relocated
due to lower cost of life (notably, cheaper housing rents).

Regarding built-environment controls, switching from
parish to census-tract analysis shows how some of the fac-
tors that might be irrelevant on a macro scale turn out to be
significant on a micro scale. In the case of dwelling density,
both the variable and its spatial lag were found to negatively
affect the number of car trips (the latter only at the 90%
confidence level). Interestingly, though the spatial lag
appeared less significant, spatial lag’s coefficient was stronger
than the coefficient of the variable itself (-0.006 vs �0.003),

Table 3. Estimation results for the parish model.

Variable Coefficient Std. error z-statistic p-value

intercept 30.9507 12.423 2.4914 0.0128�
lu_mix 0.002 0.0343 0.0572 0.9544
under_13 �0.1193 0.1697 �0.7028 0.4822
plus_65 �0.5496 0.1703 �3.2272 0.0013�
sec_educ 0.4193 0.0918 4.5667 <0.0001�
unemp �0.0558 0.0213 �2.6123 0.0089�
trip_time 0.5014 0.7607 0.6592 0.5097
dwell_dens �0.0031 0.0017 �1.7849 0.0742.
metro �24.4215 4.881 �5.0034 <0.0001�
q 0.5395 0.078 6.9103 <0.0001�
Nagelkerke pseudo R2 0.66292

Note: � p < 0.05, p < 0.1.

Table 4. Impact measures for the parish model.

Variable Direct Indirect Total

lu_mix 0.0021 0.0021 0.0042
under_13 �0.129 �0.13 �0.259
plus_65 �0.5944� �0.599� �1.1935�
sec_educ 0.4535� 0.45709� 0.9106�
unemp �0.0603� �0.0608� �0.1212�
triptime 0.5424 0.5466 1.089
dwell_dens �0.0034 �0.0034 �0.0068.
metro �26.4135� �26.6194� �53.033�
Note: � p < 0.05, p < 0.1.
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meaning that, on a micro scale, densities in the neighboring
units might be slightly more important in defining mode
choice than densities in the census tract of residence. The
land-use mix was not significant, however, as already men-
tioned, this variable does not provide much detail about
existing land uses.

Proximity to a metro station was found to be significant
within a 1.6 km range, being inversely related to the number
of car trips, with decreasing influence on the dependent
variable as distance increases. In fact, for census tracts
located within a 400-meter buffer from a metro station, the
opening of the station is associated with an average decrease
of 43.5 in the number of car trips per 1000 residents, and
this coefficient falls by about 10 car trips for each additional
400 meters until a 1200-meter distance from the station.
Surprisingly, the coefficients for census tracts located within
800–1200 and 1200–1600-meter buffers are very similar
(�23.5 and �21 trips, respectively). Probably, within a
1200-meter buffer from a station, a gradual decline in the
influence of metro proximity reflects peopl�es willingness to
walk to/from the station, while after 1200 meters they prefer
to use buses so the influence of distance was weaker for the
range 1200–1600 meters. Unfortunately, available data do
not allow to check this hypothesis.

Besides distance, the average daily train frequency on the
closest station was significant, with each additional train
being associated with an average decrease of 1.3 car trips
per 1000 residents.

6.3. Census-tract model version II

The estimation results for the second version of the census-
tract model, which accounts for station area types, are pre-
sented in Table 6. Overall, the coefficients are very similar
to those in the previous model version, except for the trip
time and train frequency variables: trip time became signifi-
cant and positively related to the number of car trips, while
the coefficient for the train frequency changed from �1.3 to
�0.94. Compared to that version, there is a slight increase
in Nagelkerke pseudo R2, as well as a slight decrease in the

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), indicating in both cases
a better model fit once station area types are taken
into account.

Considering the proximity to different station types,
TOD stations reveal the strongest (in terms of distance)
spillover effects with a significant negative influence on the
number of car trips visible in census tracts located up to
2 km away. The significant influence of TAD is limited to a
1.2 km distance range. Besides, the influence of TOD sta-
tions is considerably stronger than that of other station
types, especially for census tracts located within 400–800
meters from a station: within this range, TOD stations
observed a double decrease in the number of car trips com-
pared to TAD stations (-41 car trips per 1000 residents for
TOD versus �21 for TAD). TOD stations’ influence
decreases with distance: from �52.2 car trips in the immedi-
ate station area (up to 400 meters from the station) to
�21.5 car trips for census tracts located within 1200–2000
meters, falling on average by 10 car trips every 400 meters.
TAD stations on the other hand showed very little variation
in coefficients for census tracts located within 400–1200
meters. P&R is the only station area type that does not have
a significant negative influence on the number of car trips
in the immediate station areas. This probably occurs because
P&R immediate station areas are mainly scarcely populated
census tracts with scattered private housing, where appar-
ently station proximity does not change much people’s hab-
its. However, in some cases, small relatively dense
settlements are located within a 400–800-meter buffer from
a P&R station and, apparently, for their residents, station
openings were important, even if the station area only had a
parking lot and no other access options other than car were
available. Furthermore, it should be noted that the number
of P&R stations within the Metro do Porto system is small
compared to other station types, so the results might differ

Table 5. Estimation results for census-tract model version I.

Variable Coefficient Std. error z-value p-value

intercept 40.2649 6.0834 5.8597 <0.0001�
lu_mix �0.006 0.0050 �1.2122 0.2255
under_13 0.31 0.046 6.7354 <0.0001�
plus_65 �0.3315 0.0377 �8.7921 <0.0001�
sec_educ 0.5611 0.0333 16.8462 <0.0001�
unemp 0.1041 0.0431 2.4147 0.0157�
triptime 0.7540 0.4594 1.6411 0.1008
dwell_dens �0.0036 0.0018 �2.0419 0.0412�
lag_ dwell_dens �0.0063 0.0035 �1.8262 0.0678.
up_to400 �43.5742 3.8063 �11.4479 <0.0001�
up_to800 �31.5188 3.4249 �9.2029 <0.0001�
up_to1200 �23.573 4.0603 �5.8057 <0.0001�
up_to1600 �21.0795 4.2065 �5.0112 <0.0001�
up_to2000 �7.2903 4.6785 �1.5583 0.1192
trainhour �1.2989 0.1952 �6.6531 <0.0001�
k 0.1393 0.0403 3.453 <0.0006�
Nagelkerke pseudo R2 0.5063
AIC 16273

Note: � p < 0.05, p < 0.1.

Table 6. Estimation results for census-tract model version II.

Variable Coefficient Std. error t-value p-value

intercept 37.5686 6.7562 5.5606 <0.0001�
lu_mix �0.006 0.005 �1.2016 0.2295
under_13 0.3132 0.0455 6.8854 <0.0001�
plus_65 �0.3345 0.0372 �8.9872 <0.0001�
sec_educ 0.5619 0.0327 17.1644 <0.0001�
unemp 0.1146 0.0429 2.6740 0.0075�
triptime 1.0658 0.4604 2.3147 0.0206�
dwell_dens �0.0029 0.0018 �1.6633 0.0962.
lag_ dwell_dens �0.0055 0.0035 �1.5718 0.116
trainhour �0.9448 0.2094 �4.5110 <0.0001�
TOD400 �52.2267 4.3125 �12.1107 <0.0001�
TAD400 �34.248 6.0367 �5.6733 <0.0001�
PR400 �11.511 10.6667 �1.0792 0.2805
TOD800 �40.9818 3.9828 �10.2897 <0.0001�
TAD800 �20.961 5.4093 �3.8750 0.0001�
PR800 �21.147 7.5964 �2.7838 0.0054�
TOD1200 �28.3823 4.7309 �5.9993 <0.0001�
TAD1200 �20.6092 6.7495 �3.0534 0.0023�
PR1200 �15.9153 9.9968 �1.5920 0.1114
TOD2000 �21.4905 4.3675 �4.9205 <0.0001�
TAD2000 �9.9235 6.842 �1.4504 0.1469
PR2000 �8.5991 7.509 �1.0105 0.3123
k 0.1239 8.5101 3.0495 0.0023�
Nagelkerke pseudo R2 0.5141
AIC 16262

Note: � p <0.05, p <0.1.
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for networks in which the representativeness of different sta-
tion types is more balanced.

6.4. Model validation

To assess the internal validity of the models and evaluate
their performance on unseen data, a 5-fold cross-validation
was performed using the “mlr3” package in R (Lang et al.,
2019). For each fold, the dataset was randomly split into test
data (20% of observations) and training data (80% of obser-
vations), then the model was fit using training data and vali-
dated on the test data. Since this procedure requires
splitting the sample, it is no longer possible to account for
different spatial specifications present in the full dataset, so
these estimations were made using classic OLS regression.
Once the procedure was applied to all folds, the regression
performance measures were averaged.

For the parish model, cross validation resulted in an aver-
age R2 ¼ 0.58. Since the OLS regression performed with the
full dataset led to an adjusted R2 ¼ 0.66, it can be said that,
overall, the model performs relatively well on unseen data,
though there is some decrease in the explanatory power. On
the other hand, the average Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient (measure of correlation between observed
responses and predicted responses) was rather high: 0.81.

Considering the census-tract models, the resulting value
of R2 ¼ 0.49 (similar for both models), coincided with the
adjusted R2 value for the OLS regression with the full data-
set, meaning that this parameter remained stable during
cross-validation. Average Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi-
cient was 0.68, indicating a substantial correlation between
the observed values and the predicted responses.

7. Conclusion

Despite the substantial efforts devoted to the assessment of
the effects of TOD on travel behavior and, particularly, on
the reduction of car trips, research works analyzing those
effects over time and space are relatively rare, and are lim-
ited in terms of sample size and geographical scope. By
applying first difference estimator spatial regression models
to a metro system with TOD features spread across a rather
vast region using census data, we have addressed its time
and space effects at two levels of detail (parishes and census
tracts) circumventing such limitations. Moreover, we have
analyzed these effects depending on metro station area types
at the census-tract level. Considering all these aspects
together, the methodology we have applied in our study
offers, in our opinion, a significant contribution to the TOD
literature, and its application to Metro do Porto delivered
solid conclusions on how the implementation of this system
leveraged the reduction in car trips in the Porto region.

The positive impact of Metro do Porto with respect to
car trip reduction is visible even at the parish level. This
goes in line with the findings reported by Ibraeva et al.
(2021) where metro-served parishes revealed smaller shares
of car use than those which would have been observed in
the absence of metro. Similarly, Van de Coevering et al.

(2016) note that the further people live from a station the
more they tend to use private vehicle over time. Quasi-lon-
gitudinal studies from Xi’an (China) and Minneapolis-St.
Paul (USA) also show that station proximity has negative
influence on car use as it tends to decrease among people
who move into station areas (Cao & Ermagun, 2017; Huang
et al., 2019). Our results also match the various cross-sec-
tional studies where it was concluded that station proximity
(Cervero & Gorham, 1995; Cervero and Arrington, 2008;
Nasri & Zhang, 2014; Griffiths and Curtis; 2017; Yin et al.,
2019), population density (Cervero & Gorham, 1995;
Cervero and Arrington, 2008; Nasri & Zhang, 2014) and eld-
erly population (Handy et al., 2005) are negatively related to
car use, while education level (Cervero & Day, 2008) is posi-
tively related to it. However, a few studies arrived to differ-
ent conclusions. For instance, the analysis (of a rather
different nature) carried out by Lee and Senior (2013) using
1991–2001 census data from several new light-rail corridors
in the UK revealed that the decrease in car use occurred in
these corridors was modest and not much different from
what was observed in control areas.

Switching to the census-tract level allows detecting with
greater precision the effects of station proximity and type,
revealing how their magnitude changes with distance. For
the period we have examined, such effects can be summar-
ized as follows:

� Overall, the impact of station proximity on car trips
reduction is naturally maximum in the immediate station
area (�43.6 car trips per 1000 residents in the 400-meter
buffer) and falls at a rather constant rate until a 1200-
meter distance (with every additional 400 meters from a
station the impact diminishes by about 10 trips). Beyond
1600 meters, the impact decreases sharply, becoming
practically null.

� The impact of TOD stations within a 400-meter buffer is
clearly higher (by 1.5 times) than that of TAD and P&R
stations (no significant impact). Until 1200 meters, in the
case of TOD stations, this impact decreases very steadily
with distance (�10 car trips every 400 meters), and after
that stays visible up to 2 km. Instead, the impact of TAD
stations remains practically the same between 400 meters
and 1200 meters from the station. P&R stations have a
significant impact on car trips (about �21 car trips per
1000 residents) only within a distance of 400–800 meters
from the station.

These types of findings have important implications for
urban planners and practitioners. Since TOD stations reveal
greater potential in reducing the number of car trips as
compared to other station types, the impact of the introduc-
tion of a metro system might be further reinforced by inter-
ventions in station areas, and efforts should be made in this
direction already at the planning stage. As the decay of the
spillover effect from TOD stations is more stable, it might
be easier to foresee and plan for their potential outreach.
The presence and magnitude of station’s spillover effects
suggest that, probably, broader areas should be taken into
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consideration during the preparation of urban/transport
plans for a new station or the evaluation of its effects.

Considering research developments, several issues may be
addressed in the future to complete the reported findings.
We will mention here three of those issues. First, focusing
on the Porto region, due to data limitations it was not pos-
sible to recreate in detail the land use mix of the study area.
With more refined data on existing land uses, it would be
possible to better assess TOD effects and to devise better
plans for the expansion of the metro system announced to
take place in the next few years. The second issue relates to
the availability of Census 2021 data in the near future (end
of 2022), which would allow extending the analysis until the
recent past. Between 2011 and 2021, practically no invest-
ments in infrastructure projects were made in Portugal, as
the country was struggling with a severe debt crisis and pub-
lic spending had to be cut to a strict minimum. In this con-
text, following the short-term post-intervention effects
considered in this paper, it would also be possible to look at
longer-term effects without the data contamination that
would result from changes in the metro and other transport
systems. The third issue concerns the geographic scope of
our study. Its findings are, naturally, case-specific, and the
conclusions might not be the same in other places. To be
able to generalize them, more studies are necessary for other
metro systems. The methodology we have used has proven
to be effective and should not be too difficult to replicate in
different geographical contexts, notably in the European
Union, since census data is very much the same in
every country.
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